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*Please note that development of the game is still ongoing, the title screen and some aspects of the
game may differ from the release version. * This is a game that will be used across PlayStation

platforms.* This is a game that is optimized for the PS4. If you play on a PC, you can experience the
spectacular graphics on a high-definition TV by using a video adapter on a PC. * For information
about downloads, fees, and other conditions, please refer to the Customer Agreement (Japanese

version). ■ YOUR VILLAGE DESCRIPTION OF THE CROSSPLAY WORLD MURASAKI VILLAGE This is a
small village inhabited by warriors, bakers, and cowgirls. It is also a fishing village known for its
delicious meat fish. There are a number of wise men and strong women here, and they hold the
castle and gold mine. TAMAGOE VILLAGE Ruled by strong bakers, this is a bustling town bursting

with energy. Here, you will meet cats, rabbits, and seagulls, and encounter a jackass with a highly
sensitive ego. BOCHI VILLAGE Consisting of fighters, the main industry here is brewing. The people in
this village are hearty and are always looking for a worthy opponent to challenge. MATSURG VILLAGE
This is the most expansive of the three villages. It is vast as a forest, with numerous waterfalls and

mountains, and boasts an impressive castle. The journey towards the castle is unforgettable. CASTLE
VILLAGE Ruled by royalty and companions, the people of this village create various delicacies and

make everything to the highest of standards. "For the King's Servant, from the Beginning of the Age
to the End" is what they say. HASHIJO VILLAGE This is a village of mysterious, and powerful people.

The people here are fair and kind, and they celebrate the power of the Tradition to protect everyone.
HOST VILLAGE This village is full of adventurers, and is a great place to practice your abilities as an
adventurer. ■ PRESS INFORMATION Following are the details for "Japanese Fantasy Action RPG by
TAROT MIRACLES," which is now being developed by developer NEXUS and is the first title of the

Luxis studio. (The player can choose to localize the
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Unparalleled Sound The integrated Unreal Engine 4 engine enables the game to take advantage of
natural audio and add sounds to provide unprecedented immersion.

Archetype Characters and Creatures A New Fantasy Action RPG combines archetypes and creatures
that make for an exceptionally exciting and charismatic experience.

Deep and Intricate Strategic Battles Enhanced procedural battle engines bring rich strategic battles
to your hands in the New Fantasy Action RPG.

Networking Network features that include “Character Hunt”, “Battle”, and others connect and
exchange your thoughts and emotions with other players.

Re-recorded Voice Voices of the leading voice actors from DRAGON QUEST VIII and DRAGON QUEST
XI: Echoes of an Elusive Age are all-new in the New Fantasy Action RPG.

User Created Elements The New Fantasy Action RPG brings plenty of things from the UNREAL engine
to your game with “User created Elements”.
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Visit the website for information on the game and download the application.

Game developer information

Play as the leader of the Tarnished, a slave class who has been captured by the Darkness in the
world of Bruma, who has also captured the White Dragon and Black Dragon.
In the game, as you achieve objectives to progress, a random event will activate. You will be able to
freely develop the character.
You and your party will gain experience points and increase your level while discovering the world
and dungeon through craftily overcoming monsters and challenges.

The characters and special features

Classes: Elden, Tarnished, and Normal
Unique top-down perspective view
Mid-Fantasy style setting
Deep and tangential strategic battles
Archetype Characters and Creatures
The players can choose the class and battle style in the game

Official Release date

May 29, 2018
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